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Dougal Brett, 35, is relaxed and 
laughing tonight: he loves this 
place, and it shows. 
“In the five years we’ve been here we’ve spent a lot of 
money improving it,” he says with a distinct tone of pride.

He stares out at the horizon, a slice between heaven and 
an ancient earth of raw beauty. 

Waterloo Station spreads itself across 600,000 acres 
of prime cattle fattening and breeding country in the 
Victoria River district of the Northern Territory.

It runs 20,000 head of mainly Brahman cross cattle 
including over 10,000 cows.

The station’s shareholders are Dougal and his wife Emily, 
Dougal’s parents Colin and Alison, and brother Hamish, a 
vet who lives on the property with the rest of the family. 

“Dougal’s the boss,” says Colin Brett when I arrive at the 
property with Cummins cohort Simon Pratt, leaving us in 
no doubt who runs the show at Waterloo Station. “He’s 
out mustering… will be back in an hour or so.” 

  *        *        *

The Territory is mostly settled now: The stations are 
fenced, the major highways sealed, and tourism has 
peered into every secret place. But it is still one of the 
last great frontiers on earth.

Waterloo Station, in the far north west of the Territory,  
had its origins in the 1890s when the Durack family 
acquired the first pastoral lease and started building 
infrastructure.

The station’s cattle brand has long been PTL. The 
story goes that one of the station’s pioneering families 
exclaimed ’Praise The Lord’ — PTL — when they first saw 
the property with its plentiful surface water. 

In 2004 the Brett family bought Waterloo Station and 
began shaping it into what they believed a modern cattle 
station should be like, building new fences, dams, yards, 
living quarters.

Carting cattle through some of Australia’s 

remotest terrain, often in billowing dust 

and over searing bitumen, places huge 

emphasis on equipment selection. Service 

support is critical, a key reason Cummins 

rates highly at Waterloo Station.

Winning
Waterlooat

“It was pretty run down,” says Dougal. “Emily and I lived 
in a shed with a dirt floor, but that didn’t hurt us.

“We upgraded the workers’ quarters first. There were no 
air conditioners. You can’t expect people to live and work 
in this type of heat without decent living quarters.” 

The Brett family are well known for their hospitality,  
and the station hands today — a cook, a grader operator, 
a handyman/gardener and three ringers — are well cared 
for as are visitors to the station.  

   *        *        *

 

Dougal Brett is a self-confessed “truck enthusiast”.  
He enjoys driving trucks in the bush, especially  
carting cattle.  

He loves flying too, and has clocked up over  
10,000 hours in mustering helicopters.

He was brought up on the land, his parents owning a 
number of properties in NSW and Queensland. They’d 
buy a property, improve it, sell it and then move on to 
another property that was bigger and better. They’d work 
hard, building up the new asset.

Dougal’s grandfather was a gunner in Catalina seaplanes 
during World War II, something that piqued his interest  
in flying at an early age.  

He encouraged Dougal to fly an ultralight to begin with, 
before progressing to single-engine planes and helicopters. 
Dougal actually won a cadet pilot scholarship with 
Qantas but didn’t take it up, preferring to start his own 
helicopter mustering business, based at Charters Towers 
in north east Queensland. He also bought a B-double for 
carting their own livestock.

“I’d had the mustering business for three or four years 
when Dad saw an ad in the newspaper for Waterloo 
Station…we sold up in Queensland and here we are 
today,” says Dougal.

Dougal Brett (right) with parents Colin and Alison.

 The Brett family has spent a lot of money improving Waterloo Station, 
shaping it into what they believed a modern cattle station should be like.
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His fierce personal standards clearly show in the 
immaculate condition of the two Mack Titans operated 
by Waterloo Station. One Titan is powered by a Cummins 
Signature 600 EGR engine, the other by a Gen II  
Signature 620.

“Image is critical… our trucks have to be spotless and 
in good working order,” he insists. “Just look at the 
successful companies.”

Ian Dimond pilots the newest Titan, and he shares the 
same pride in the equipment as Dougal. He wouldn’t be 
employed by Brett Cattle Company if he didn’t. 

The station has two sets of stock crates for roadtrain 
triples work, as well as two flat top trailers. 

“We cart around 6,000 head to the Wyndham and Darwin 
ports each year,” Dougal points out. “We’ve also been 
moving a lot of heavy cattle south — as far south as Dalby 
(Qld) — and lighter cattle to Blackall to go on agistment.”  

The heavy cattle have been moved south due to 
Indonesia’s weight restrictions in which live export  
cattle can’t weigh over 350 kg.

The Waterloo roadtrains are also used for outside work — 
moving cattle for other livestock carriers — as well as for 
transporting supplies to the station.

“We bring in around 1,000 ‘big square’ bales of hay a year 
for our own cattle,” Dougal points out. “We also cart lick, 
steel and other station supplies.”

He has now owned three Mack Titans, an experience that 
prompts his comment: “I really couldn’t buy anything but 
a Mack with a red engine.”

He has experienced first-hand the fact that even in the 
most isolated areas Cummins’ service is only ever a phone 
call away, as long as you have a reliable satellite phone.

“We’ve had to use the Cummins hotline a couple of 
times… it’s brilliant,” says Dougal, referring to the  
‘1300 Cummins’ number that links customers to 
technicians at the Cummins Support Centre in Melbourne.

“We were moving cattle to the port at Wyndham when we 
had a problem with an EGR cooler.

“Cummins in Darwin flew a mechanic out to the station with 
the new parts. He arrived at first light and the truck was 
repaired and on the road by lunchtime. We didn’t lose a load.

“That kind of support is priceless when you’re under  
the pump, carrying live animals across isolated country in 
stifling heat having to meet shipping deadlines.

“There have been a couple of other occasions when 
we’ve needed support from Cummins and the response 
has been brilliant.

“Mack’s service out of Darwin is impeccable, too,” he 
adds. “They are a really good branch.”

He’s impressed with the Mack Titan’s cooling capacity.

“We thought cooling might be marginal with the EGR 
engine, but it hasn’t been an issue. The fan has never  
had to be locked in,” he says.

“We were on the Auvergne Flats on the Victoria Highway 
with six decks of cattle on, driving into a headwind. The 
outside temperature gauge measured the heat coming off 
the bitumen at close to 60 degrees Celsius. The engine 
temperature gauge barely moved.”

The first Mack Titan owned by the station had a Gen II 
Signature 620 engine, and the older of the two Titans 
currently in service has a Gen II Cummins.

“The Gen II Signature has done a great job for us…  
it has been a really reliable engine which is critical 
when you’re hundreds of kilometres from anywhere,” 
he says.

The Signature 600 EGR engine was put to work in the 
middle of 2009 and has over 160,000 km on it. It is 
impressing with its performance.

Both Dougal and Ian Dimond agree the Signature EGR 
pulls better at lower rpm than the Gen II engine. Also, 

they note that the renowned ISX/Signature engine brake 
is more effective on the EGR engine at 1600 to 1700 rpm 
than on the Gen II.

Their observation is correct: While both engines retard 
600 hp at 2100 rpm, the EGR version delivers significantly 
better mid-range braking power, to the tune of 75 hp. 

“Fuel economy was down to start with at 800 to 850 
metres per litre,” Ian Dimond reveals. “However, as 
everything has bedded in, consumption has improved to 
0.9 to 1 metre-per-litre, which is in the ballpark with 
the Gen II Signature.”

       *        *        *

Dougal Brett has a vision – perhaps not as large as the 
great expanse of landscape he surveys — but a strong 
vision nevertheless, and one that is clearly taking shape 
at Waterloo Station.

The Brett family is building a business here, a business 
that has its challenges in all the great emptiness of 
outback Australia, but they are succeeding with a quiet 
confidence and sense of achievement. 

“The Cummins hotline  
       is brilliant...”   
           Dougal Brett

Dougal Brett loves flying… has clocked up 
over 10,000 hours in mustering helicopters.

Ian Dimond pilots the newest Mack Titan, and shares 
the same pride in the equipment as Dougal Brett.
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“We’re not an offshore operation,” says Marty Sizer,  
who heads up the Cummins Support Centre. 

“We’re based at a purpose-designed facility in  
Box Hill in Melbourne, and we have a team of  
Cummins-trained technical and parts people  
handling calls from customers.

“We understand the geography, we understand  
the working environment, we understand the 
products used in this region.

“We understand the industries we support.

“We may get a call from a livestock  
carrier in the Northern Territory, we may get a 
call from a ferry operator on Sydney Harbour, or 
we may get a call from a mining company with a  
machine down that is costing them $80,000 an hour.

“We understand the urgency in cases such as these.”

The Cummins Support Centre has two hotline numbers 
  — ‘1300 Cummins’ when calling from within Australia and 
‘0800 Cummins’ from within New Zealand — and can be 
contacted 24 hours a day, every day of the year,  
including Christmas Day.

The support centre has a team of 16 experienced Cummins 
service technicians who provide technical advice across all 
Cummins engine products as well as managing afterhours 
breakdowns throughout Australia and New Zealand.

“Our service technicians boast over 350 years of combined 
Cummins and diesel industry experience,” Marty Sizer 
points out.

The critical role the support centre plays in Cummins’ 
service support capability is emphasised in the article 
‘Winning at Waterloo’ in this issue. 

Dougal Brett from Waterloo Station in the Northern Territory 
is emphatic in his praise of the support centre: “We’ve had 
to use the Cummins hotline a couple of times… it’s brilliant.

“This kind of support is priceless when you’re under  
the pump, carrying live animals across isolated country

in stifling heat having to meet shipping deadlines,”  
he says.

Another significant move is the development of the 
Cummins Support Centre as the national hub for all 
customer parts orders and enquiries.

“It’s all about providing a more consistent and better 
quality of service,” says Marty Sizer.

“By mid-2011 we’ll have a team of 30 
parts interpreters and customer service 
professionals handling the parts side of  
the business for all 33 Cummins branches  
in Australia. 

“We’ll then expand our parts service to  
                    New Zealand.

“Through 2010 we’ve been taking parts orders and 
enquiries for 10 branches in Australia. This has involved 
handling over 14,000 inbound and outbound calls a month 
as well as processing around 3,500 email and fax orders.”

Marty Sizer points out that all parts people working at 
the support centre are scored monthly for call quality 
and processing accuracy. A specific number of calls are 
monitored to determine each person’s score.

“We can’t afford to make a mistake with a parts order so 
we have a KPI target of 100 per cent accuracy,” he says.

An important point is that all parts orders handled by the 
support centre are still invoiced and delivered though the 
customer’s local Cummins branch. 

All Cummins branches will also continue to have parts 
staff for over-counter sales.

“Our support centre is the only one of its kind within 
Cummins globally and is acknowledged by the company as 
a benchmark for service support,” says Marty Sizer. “That’s 
something we’re very proud of and it certainly keeps us 
motivated in lifting our standards even further.” 

When a customer calls the Cummins Support Centre in Melbourne, they’re talking to an 
experienced service technician or parts interpreter who knows what ‘urgency’ is all about.

only a  phone call away

Support centre parts advisor Nartasha Giles 
(seated) with Marty Sizer (left) and parts 
manager Steven Tatterson.

Cummins Support Centre is based at a purpose-built 
facility in Box Hill, Melbourne. Customers can contact 
the centre 24 hours of the day, every day of the year.

Urgent action

The support centre’s 
service technicians 

provide technical advice 
across all Cummins 

engine products, from 
the smallest diesel, 

the 2.8-litre ISF, to the 
biggest, the  

3,500 hp, 78-litre  
QSK78 (pictured).

“We understand the geography, we understand the 
working environment, we understand the products used 

in this region,”    Marty Sizer, Manager, Cummins Support Centre

Cummins Support 
Centre manager 

Marty Sizer (right) 
and mining business 

manager Jock Pickford 
watch service 

technician Martin 
Hogben in action.
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ROARINGRIP
A tragedy in treacherous seas 
in 1991 was the catalyst for a 
fleet of bigger, more powerful 
launches for one of Australia’s 
foremost sea pilot operations. 
The two latest launches for  
Port Phillip Sea Pilots are a 
cutting-edge design, with twin 
800 hp Cummins QSK19  
engines a key feature of  
one of the vessels. 

When Victoria’s Port Phillip 
Sea Pilots lost a pilot and 
two crew in brutal seas 
in 1991, the need for a 
bigger, more powerful 
launch became obvious.
The three men died after their pilot launch 
George Tobin was swamped in ‘The Rip’ after 
flipping stern over bow.

‘The Rip’ can be an extremely violent body of 
water at the narrow entrance to Port Phillip Bay 
from the notorious Bass Strait. 

The skeletal remains of many wrecks beneath 
and around ‘The Rip’ are grim evidence of  
its danger.

The tragedy in 1991 resulted in a new 
generation of boats for the sea pilots.

The launch swamped in ‘The Rip’ was 
12.9 metres long and powered by twin 10-litre, 
300 hp Cummins L10 diesels.

The new breed of launch that emerged after the 
tragedy was 16.5 metres long and propelled by 
twin 19-litre Cummins KTA19 engines rated at 
700 hp, giving the crew the ability to power out 
of trouble if the conditions turned deadly.

In 2005 the switch was made from the 
mechanical KTA19 to the electronic QSK19 
Cummins pumping out 800 hp, resulting in a 
1,600 hp pilot boat — the most powerful of its 
type in Australia.

Two new launches have been commissioned 
by the sea pilots in 2010, the biggest costing 
$3.25 million. Akuna IV is 18.5 metres long, has 
a 6.1 metre beam, and displaces 30 tonnes. 
Operational speed is 26 knots, although the 
vessel is capable of over 30 knots.

It also is propelled by twin QSK19s rated at 
800 hp, although these 19-litre engines differ 
from the earlier QSK in that they feature 
Cummins’ latest technology fuel system — a 
modular common rail design that enables 
cleaner, quieter and faster power delivery.

The other new launch is the 14.3-metre Ranger 
III powered by twin Cummins QSM11 engines 
rated at 610 hp.

Port Phillip Sea Pilots is an organisation steeped 
in tradition and intensely proud of its record in 
navigating a safe passage for thousands of ships  
a year entering and leaving Port Phillip and 
Western Port bays.

Port Phillip Bay in particular is a busy sea route 
for ships destined for the Port of Melbourne 
which handles a significant amount of Australia’s 
container traffic. 

When the sea pilots decided to commission 
two new launches in 2010, they conducted a 
worldwide search before selecting a design from 
French naval architects Pantocarene which they 
were convinced was the most advanced of its  
kind in the world.

The new composite launches would be fully 
self-righting, have a suspended wheelhouse for 
noise and vibration minimisation, and incorporate 
a ‘beak’ hull for exceptional comfort in head seas 
with very low slamming and vertical acceleration.

Hart Marine in Mornington (Victoria) was selected 
to build the vessels. Headed up by Mal Hart, 
the company has been operating since 1983 

and is recognised both locally and overseas as a 
leader in the composite boat-building industry. 
It is calculated the company, with around 
40 permanent staff, has worked well over two 
million manhours building composite structures.

Impressed with Hart’s experience in building 
world-class ocean racing yachts, including winners 
of many notable races — Skandia in the 2003 
Sydney-Hobart, for example — the sea pilots 
concluded Hart would be the ideal builder for  
the new pilot boats.

The Hart Marine composite construction  
uses vacuum bag resin infused technology which 
provides thermal and acoustic advantages (better 
insulation in the cabin), lower maintenance costs 
over the life cycle of the vessel compared with 
other materials, and a high standard of finish.

Construction of the new launches was overseen  
by Port Phillip Sea Pilots’ maintenance chief  
Chris Richards who has had 35 years with the  
sea pilots organisation.

He describes the design and construction of the 
new boats as “exceptional”.

Daniel Gallagher (left) who headed up the project for Cummins, with Port Phillip Sea Pilots’ 
maintenance chief Chris Richards (centre) and Hart Marine’s Mal Hart.

Dual 800 hp 
QSK19 engines 

feature 
Cummins’ latest 
technology fuel 

system that 
enables cleaner, 

quieter and 
faster power 

delivery.
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Naval architects Pantocarene have also endorsed  
Hart Marine’s build quality.

Hart Marine was able to enhance the design of  
the boats with additional engineering features such 
as five‑bladed propellers to reduce both underwater 
noise and cavitation, and remote‑mounted  
gearboxes to further reduce noise and vibration.

Port Phillip Sea Pilots have been using Cummins  
power since the early 1970s. The QSK19 and QSM11 
engines in the new boats both meet the International 
Marine Organisation’s Tier II emissions regulation that 
takes effect in Australia and New Zealand from  
January 2011.

Daniel Gallagher headed up the project for Cummins. 

“He was a huge asset to the whole project,” says  
Chris Richards. Mal Hart agrees: “The Cummins boys  
do a great job… that’s what sets Cummins apart.” 

The modular common rail fuel system featuring on  
the QSK19 engines incorporates a high‑pressure fuel 
pump that generates around 1600 bar (23,500 psi) to 
enable cleaner, quieter and faster power delivery.  
The system also prevents unbalanced fuelling  

between cylinders to significantly reduce engine 
vibration, noise and harshness.

The reduced noise is a key benefit of the new 
QSK19s. “They’re noticeably quieter than our earlier 
QSK19 engines,” Chris Richards confirms. “Noise is 
an important issue these days and we’ve been really 
conscious of getting the noise levels down.”

The earlier QSK19 engines went into service in 2005 and 
have been both more reliable and fuel efficient than the 
older mechanical KTA19. “The reliability of the QSK19s 
has been first class, and the fuel saving has been around 
30 litres an hour,” Chris Richards points out.

The new pilot boats also have Cummins C Command 
Elite which features colour, touch screen instrument 
panels that display a wide range of data in text and 
graphics format to help the operators monitor and 
maximise vessel operation and performance. 

The C Command system is fed with data from the 
Cummins Quantum electronics that monitor operating 
parameters such as fuel consumption (instantaneous 
and trip), duty cycle, engine load and speed, while 
providing diagnostics, prognostics and complete  
engine protection. 

Sea pilots’ skill in 
wild waters
Port Phillip Sea Pilots has a proud history — a history 
dating back to 1839 when the first pilot licence was 
granted to George Tobin. 

The licence was granted (before the state of Victoria  
was established) by Governor Gipps of NSW on the 
condition that “the appointment must not bring any 
expense on the government”.

Today, Port Phillip Sea Pilots continues to be fully owned 
and operated by the sea pilots in keeping with the terms 
of the original appointment. 

Thirty four pilots — all former ships’ masters — along with 
boat crew and support staff provide the critical service to 
ships entering and leaving Port Phillip and Western Port bays.

The original sea pilots camped on the beach at 
Queenscliff where the current pilot station stands.  
They were taken to and from ships on whaleboats,  
often rowed by unhappy convicts.

Today, the sea pilots in their 1600 hp launches rendezvous 
with ships about five nautical miles out to sea before 
taking them through the labyrinth of rips, reefs and 
unpredictable tidal currents into the shipping channels.

At the narrow entrance to Port Phillip Bay from the 
infamous Bass Strait is ‘The Rip’, one of the most 
treacherous stretches of water in Australia where  
monster 10‑metre waves are not uncommon.

In an average year, over 4,000 ships are piloted through 
the heads into Port Phillip Bay.

The sea pilots board the ships on the run. As the pilot 
launch draws alongside the ship at a speed of around 
10 knots, the pilot takes a measured step from the launch 
to a rope ladder dangling over the ship’s side.

Once aboard the ship, the sea pilot takes ‘the conduct’, 
but the ship’s master or captain remains in command.

Getting a pilot on or off a ship in Bass Strait, particularly 
at night in bad weather, is no mean feat. Indeed, lives 
depend on the men who crew the launches.

Watching a sea pilot — a tiny figure framed against the vast 
hull of a 300‑metre long ship — clamber down a swaying, 
slippery rope ladder onto the pitching deck of a launch 
emphasises just how hazardous and stressful their job is.

It’s easy to understand why the pilots and their crews are 
admired for their seafaring skill and courage.

On a fierce night in August 1991, however, all the skill  
in the world wasn’t enough to conquer ‘The Rip’ when it 
was at its most angry. A sea pilot and his two crew lost 
their lives when their 12.9‑metre launch George Tobin  
was swamped in ‘The Rip’ after flipping stern over bow. 

Watching a sea pilot 
clamber down a 
swaying, slippery rope 
ladder onto the pitching 
deck of a launch 
emphasises just how 
hazardous and stressful 
their job is.

Testing showing the self-righting capability of the Pantocarene design.

The new pilot boats feature Cummins C Command 
Elite touch-screen instrument panels. 

Cummins customer interface 
boxes (either side of the 
doorway) centralise all the 
connections for the electronic 
engines, helping simplify 
installation.

    doctor ordered
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A tri‑generation power plant featuring Cummins lean‑burn 
gas generator sets is among the energy efficient measures 
at the hospital that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions 
by up to 45%.

The world‑class hospital is scheduled to open late in 2011, 
although the tri‑generation plant and standby power 
system, which also features Cummins generator sets (diesel 
units), are being commissioned before the end of 2010.

The new hospital, being built by Bovis Lend Lease in 
Parkville, will treat an extra 35,000 patients a year, with 
85% of the 357 beds being in single rooms — the highest 
percentage of any public hospital in Australia.

“The tri‑generation plant will provide baseload power 
around the clock, reducing the hospital’s dependency on 
the grid and thus reducing electricity costs,” says David 
Eccleston, business development manager for Cummins 
Power Generation.

The tri‑generation system, which simultaneously produces 
electricity, heating and cooling, features two 1160 kWe 
Cummins C1160N5C (QSK60) lean‑burn gas generator sets.

Each genset will operate for around 6,000 hours a year 
during peak demand.

“The tri‑generation system alone will reduce the 
hospital’s CO2 emissions by around 20%,” he points out.

Heat recovered from the gas engines’ exhaust is converted 
via a Broad absorption chiller to chilled water for air 
conditioning and other uses at the new hospital.

In addition, Cummins has installed the standby power 
system at the hospital, incorporating three 2250 kVA 
Cummins C2250D5 (QSK60) diesel generator sets.

The diesel units can synchronise with the gas gensets and 
load share in the event of a blackout. Cummins assisted 

with the design of the two digital master controllers,  
one each for the gas and diesel gensets.

“Cummins’ ability to fully integrate gas and diesel genset 
technology was one of the key differentiators between 
Cummins and the competition,” says Adam Ferrara, 
contracts manager for the Cummins power generation 
team in Melbourne.  

Cummins worked closely with principal electrical 
services contractor PSG Elecraft and mechanical services 
contractor RACAH — a joint venture between AG Coombs 
and AE Smith — on the installation and integration of the 
gas gensets with the diesel units.

“Cummins’ ability to provide a fully integrated system 
of tri‑generation and standby diesel gensets has been 
critical,” says Nathan Saffery, project manager for  
PSG Elecraft.

“The fact we haven’t had to make two separate electrical 
systems and then try to interface these systems has been 
hugely beneficial.

“The workmanship of Cummins and its contractors, 
and the expertise Nick Rousch (Cummins applications 
engineer) brings to the control side, is second to none.” 

Nathan Saffery points to the 1,000 metres of stainless steel 
fuel supply piping as an example of the quality of work. 

The three diesel gensets are fed with fuel from two 
50,000‑litre underground tanks which are sited 200 metres 
from the generator room. There are two fully separate 
supply and return lines (adding to the total length), as 
well as three 1,000‑litre day tanks with a fully automatic 
fuel control and monitoring system. 

Cummins with its contractors also installed the complete 
noise and engine exhaust attenuation system for the diesel 
standby generators to achieve 75db(A) at one metre. 

Cummins has installed the standby power system at the 
hospital, incorporating three 2250 kVA Cummins diesel 
generator sets.

Adam Ferrara, contracts manager for the Cummins power 
generation team in Melbourne (left) with Nathan Saffery, 
project manager for PSG Elecraft.

Tri-generation plant at the new hospital features Cummins 
lean-burn gas generator sets.

New $1 billion Royal Children’s Hospital in 
Melbourne will open late in 2011.

Just what the      doctor ordered

The new $1 billion Royal Children’s Hospital in 
Melbourne will be Australia’s greenest hospital.
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Jim Cooper has forged a 
formidable reputation in the 
road transport and mining 
industries in Australia. 
A laconic, unassuming man, he advertised for a business in 
Darwin in 1971 and went on to buy the then modest Gulf 
Transport and build it into the Gulf RTA group — a highly 
respected business that operated well over 100 roadtrains 
across Australia.

The RTA (Roadtrains of Australia) operation was sold in 
2006 — an emotional moment for Jim Cooper — and in 
late 2010 the Gulf group of companies was sold to BIS 
(Brambles Industrial Services).

The decision by the Cooper family — Jim, Jenny and son 
Jamie — to sell Gulf took many by surprise. 

“We decided it was time to walk away… but it wasn’t 
an easy decision,” says Jim Cooper. “The toughest part 
was leaving 600 people behind, many of whom I’ve had a 
lifetime of involvement with.  

“It’s people who give a company its character and make it 
happen and the Gulf group was a good example of this.

“I’m running out of years, and both Jenny and Jamie were 
getting tired of running the business, so we decided to 
sell. We also needed to consider our daughters who all 
paid the price of never seeing too much of their father in 
their younger years and having a working mother tied to 
the trucking industry.

“With due respect, Ian Lynass from BIS made an attractive 
offer for Gulf and I wish both him and his board every 
success for the future.”

The business the Cooper family has retained is  
Brisbane-based Powertrans, established in 2001 to give 
Gulf “a competitive edge” in mine haulage applications, 
both underground and surface.

The Cooper team at Powertrans started designing and 
manufacturing a unique underground mine truck along 
with powered and non-powered trailers.

Today, the above ground Pit Hauler is a perfect example 
of the expertise at Powertrans — a remarkable innovation 
that has proved at the Fortescue iron ore mine in the 
Pilbara that it can achieve phenomenal productivity gains.

The biggest capacity Pit Hauler is powered by twin  
760 hp Cummins QSK19 engines — a 1520 hp behemoth with 
4550 lb ft of torque that can comfortably haul payloads of 
500 plus tonnes at 60 km/h. 

One of the Pit Hauler’s QSK19 engines is installed in the 
prodigious T1250 special-purpose prime mover designed 
and built by Powertrans in Brisbane, the other is in the 
power trailer.

Not surprisingly, business is robust at Powertrans, with a 
good order book. More than 100 power trailer combinations 
have been commissioned by Powertrans since 2001.

                       *          *         *

The Cooper family — Jim and Jenny and their four 
children, Robyne, Jamie, Erynne and Allison — moved to 
Australia in early 1972.

Jim had operated 10 trucks — mainly Leylands and AECs — out 
of Tapanui, a small town near the bottom of the South Island. 

“I had to get away from New Zealand because of the 
heavily regulated transport industry,” he recalls. “At that 
time you had to have a licence to operate a truck, were 
restricted to a specific area — New Zealand was split into 
11 separate districts — and the railways were protected.

“We couldn’t run more than 35 miles in competition with any 
railway line. We did more work after dark than during the day, 
but the police were always out there trying to nail you and 
trying to protect a rail system that was highly inefficient.

“It took me 10 years to convince Jenny to move to 
Australia and in early 1972 we arrived in Darwin.

“We chose Darwin because there was no railway, there 
weren’t too many people, and we were looking for a 
better climate.

“I advertised for a business in Darwin and Gulf Transport 
came up for sale. Gulf was started in 1939 by Ben 
Hingston and we bought it from his nephew Bob McMillan.

“Gulf is actually the longest continually operating 
transport business in northern Australia and when we 
acquired it in the early ’70s I think there were four  
trucks — a G88 Volvo, two AEC Mammoth Majors, and  
a Ford D1000.”

Gulf did it tough in the early days, particularly during the war 
era. Most of its trucks were commandeered by the military 
after the bombing of Darwin in 1942, leaving the company 
with just a couple for the rest of the war era.

Like most businesses, the Cooper-owned Gulf was 
adversely affected by Cyclone Tracy in 1974. However, the 
rebuilding of the Northern Territory capital brought new 
opportunities and Gulf grew with them. 

At the same time, Jim Cooper had the Northern Territory 
distributorship for White and Autocar trucks — White Sales 
& Service — which continued until the early ’80s.

During the mid-80s Gulf moved towards the mining  
industry and in 1988 won an important contract in 
Western Australia where 15 roadtrain triples began hauling 
concentrate from the Cadjebut zinc and lead mine near 
Fitzroy Crossing to the port at Wyndham. In 1998,  
the export moved from Wyndham to Derby and the Gulf  
haulage continued for another five years.

Jim Cooper: 

Major acquisition
In 1993 a major acquisition for the Cooper family was the 
livestock carrier Roadtrains of Australia (RTA).

Originally formed by the legendary Noel Buntine in 1983, RTA 
was later sold to Dick David, Ken Warriner and Kerry Packer.

Jim Cooper joined forces with Mike Flynn to buy the business 
in 1993, and then Cooper bought Flynn’s share in 1995.

RTA became the biggest livestock carrier in the country  
with over 50 roadtrains. Kenworths powered by Cummins 
K19 engines and Macks were at the core of the operation.

The decision to sell RTA to Hampton in 2006 wasn’t easy. 
“People give a company its character and at RTA the 
camaraderie was terrific. We had a great team of people  
and walking away was tough,” says Jim Cooper.

“Duty of care legislation was a determining factor for 
both Jamie and I. We were trying to run a reasonably 
compliant business which made it impossible to compete. 
As long as the authorities wouldn’t give us a level playing 
field then we were too exposed.”

The Gulf part of the Cooper business continued to develop 
and in 2000 the first power trailers went into service at The 
Granites gold mine in the Northern Territory’s Tanami Desert.

Those trailers, using 400 hp Cummins M11 engines, 
helped propel six-trailer roadtrains carrying around  
280 tonnes of gold-bearing ore.

“I always had it in my mind that we’d engineer the 
19-litre Cummins into a power trailer,” Jim reflects. 

19-litre admirer

Jim Cooper is an ardent admirer of the 19-litre 
Cummins engine. “It has been good for us… Jamie is 
probably even more pro 19-litre than I am,” he says.

At one stage, the Gulf RTA group had well over  
50 of the mechanically governed KTA19 engines in  
service in both on-highway and off-highway  
roadtrain applications.

Jim learned over the years there’s no substitute for 
cubic capacity when the haulage demands are huge.

“We liked the K19, but the QSK19 is definitely a better 
engine, no doubt about it,” he says.

“Some of our QSK19s at The Granites (powering 
Kenworth prime movers and body trucks) have done 
70,000 hours. We rebuild them at 25,000 hours…  

When Jim and Jenny Cooper moved from  
New Zealand 39 years ago, they didn’t 
foresee the day they’d build one of the biggest 
and most respected roadtrain operations in 
Australia. Murray Clifford talks with 70-year-old 
Jim Cooper about the past, present and future.

Still
his metal
showing

Roadtrains of Australia (RTA) loading around 2,400 
head at Helen Springs Station in the NT. Selling RTA 
in 2006 was an emotional moment for Jim Cooper. 
“The camaraderie at RTA was terrific,” he says.

 Jim Cooper with wife Jenny. Jim was an 
Order of Australia recipient in 2008 for his 

long service to the transport industry.

The remarkable 1,520 hp Pit Hauler, powered 
by twin 760 hp Cummins QSK19 engines, has 
demonstrated in the Pilbara it can move 
payloads in excess of 500 tonnes at 60 km/h.

Mitchell Corp starts 
operating Pit Haulers in 

the Pilbara in early 2011.

Powertrans chief engineer Scott McFarlane (left) with Stuart 
Strain who has worked for Jim Cooper since the early 1970s 
and is currently product support manager at Powertrans.
 

Prodigious Pit Hauler prime mover under 
construction at Powertrans in Brisbane.

they could go further than that but we don’t like  
to be greedy.”

The global financial crisis in 2008-2009 was a  
tough time for Gulf, with mines curtailing their 
operations. 

“Just as well we had some meat on our bones,” he 
reflects. “For example, with the Gulf underground 
business we were operating more than 30 roadtrains 
across Australia before the crisis. Six months later 
we were down to four and this was after absorbing 
two bad debts of millions of dollars.”

Jim Cooper is enthusiastic about the future for 
Powertrans as an independent manufacturer of new 
and innovative transport systems primarily for the 
mining industry.

“With Scott McFarlane as our chief engineer, 
we’re stronger now than we’ve ever been on the 
engineering side,” he says.

“I’m also beefing up our management, refocusing on 
underground with the development of a new haulage 
vehicle, and also increasing our in-house component 
manufacturing.

“As an example, we’re now making our own 45-tonne 
capacity trailer axles. We buy the billet of steel, 
machine it, and locally produce our wheel ends including 
hubs, drums and brakes. Hub-to-hub we have an axle 
that weighs 2.5 tonnes.”

An Order of Australia recipient in 2008 for his long service 
to the transport industry, he’s quick to pay respect to the 
many loyal and dedicated people who have worked in the 
various Cooper operations over the years.

“Without the right people working for you, you’d just be  
an empty shell,” he says. 
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A new mobile chipping machine 
with one of the largest throughput 
capacities in Australia has 
been developed by de Bruin 
Engineering of Mt Gambier,  
South Australia.
Development of de Bruin Engineering’s new mobile chipper 
has been a project in the making over the last two years.

Customer requirements for a reliable, robust, large 
capacity chipper were identified by de Bruin which 
set about designing a machine that would provide the 
reliability and durability and could also be fully serviced 
and supported locally.

“This machine is not built for American conditions. It’s 
designed and built in Australia for Australian conditions 
and will be fully supported locally,” says Jamie MacDonald, 
de Bruin’s mechanical/electrical engineer.

The new machine is totally self-sufficient with on-board air 
and water services, and incorporates an excellent lighting 
and servicing system designed specifically for maintaining 
the machine for maximum uptime.

“The MC2100 has been designed with high performance 
throughput and low cost per tonne of chip in mind,” he says.

The machine has a maximum 650 mm log diameter 
capacity, and a maximum feed rate of 55 metres/minute.

A Cummins QST30 engine — a 30-litre V12 rated at  
1050 hp — powers four hydraulic pumps as well as 
providing mechanical drive to the large chipper disc  
via a hydraulic PTO gearbox.

“The 2.1-metre diameter of the chipper disc is much 
larger than our US competitors’ machines, giving us much 
greater throughput of wood,” Jamie MacDonald points out.

He says the Cummins QST30 was selected not only for 
its proven performance, fuel economy, reliability and 
durability, but also the fact it can be supported locally  
by the Cummins Mt Gambier branch. 

above
a cut

The Moreland family moved from 
New Zealand to Australia in 1980, 
ready to make a new start.
Australia offered far greater business opportunities 
for Colin Moreland, who’d been involved in the timber 
industry in the South Island’s Nelson region with an 
excavator and a couple of logging trucks.

Leaving New Zealand was a bold move, one that would 
significantly change the lives of Colin and Raylee Moreland 
and their three sons, Kelvin, David and Craig.

The devastating Ash Wednesday fires in Victoria and  
South Australia in February 1983 were the catalyst 
for the Morelands to begin building a major logging 
contracting business.

“We’d been involved in a salvage timber harvesting job  
in NSW (in the Tea Gardens region, north of Newcastle) 
when the Ash Wednesday fires broke out,” recalls  
Kelvin Moreland.

“The call eventually went out for contractors for salvage 
harvesting in South Australia following Ash Wednesday and 
we moved to Mt Gambier to take on the work.”

The Morelands took a skidder with them — a modest 
start to what would become one of the largest logging 
contracting businesses in the ‘Green Triangle’ region 
(south-east South Australia and south-west Victoria).

Kelvin, David and Craig run the Mt Gambier-based operation 
today — each is responsible for a specific segment of the 
business — while their parents enjoy semi-retirement.

Moreland Holdings operates 15 B-doubles, 11 harvesters,  
10 forwarders, seven loaders and three floats — an array  
of gear that is used in the harvesting and cartage of 
500,000 to 600,000 tonnes of logs a year, as well as in 
heavy haulage.

Customers include Forestry SA, Hancock Victorian 
Plantations, South West Fibre and Gunns Timber Products.

Cummins ISX and Signature engines dominate in the 
B-double prime mover fleet which includes six Kenworths, 
six Western Stars and three Freightliners.

“Our B-doubles operate at 68 tonnes and a number are 
double-shifted,” says Kelvin Moreland. “We’ve been using 
B-doubles for 20 years — we had the first logging B-double 
in the region — and the fleet has been totally B-double 
since the mid-90s.”

One of the prime movers, a T658 Kenworth powered  
by an ISX 600, is fitted with a Cummins Particulate Filter 
— a requirement for the ADR80-03 emissions standard  
which takes effect from January 2011. 

The particulate filter, which replaces  
the traditional vehicle muffler, 
captures and then oxidises 
the particulate matter (soot) 
through either passive and active 
regeneration. 

The T658, delivered through local 
Kenworth dealer Barry Maney Sales, 
has been in service since April and  
Kelvin Moreland is comfortable with 
the new level of technology for 
ADR80-03. 

“We’ve had no dramas with the 
particulate filter or the regeneration 
process,” he says. 

Dean Creek, who has had eight years 
with Moreland Holdings, has been 
piloting the T658 since new. He also 
is at ease with the workings of the 
Cummins Particulate Filter. 

He has made sure he fully 
understands what the particular filter 
and regeneration process are all 
about. “You only become aware of a 
regeneration taking place when the 
dash light comes on,” he explains. 

The ADR80-03 T658 is the quietest 
Kenworth he has driven. “It is 
absolutely quiet for a day cab 
Kenworth,” he says, confirming  
what has already been established, 
that the particulate filter is a  
highly effective muffler.

New chipper 
has the wood on  
imports

T650 Kenworth has ADR80-03 Cummins ISX 600 
engine with diesel particulate filter.

He says the ISX 600 is punching out top-level horsepower and 
torque. “It’s responsive, gets off the mark and up to cruise 
speed well, and really hangs on in the hills,” he confirms.

The ISX 600 delivers peak torque of 1850 lb ft compared with 
2050 lb ft for the Signature 600, and in the Moreland T658 
drives through an 18-speed box to 4.3:1 rears.

In addition to the ISX and Signature engines in the B-double 
fleet, Moreland Holdings has 10 Cummins C8.3 engines 
operating in its various harvesting machines.

The Moreland name is prominent in the logging industry in the Green 
Triangle region of South Australia and Victoria. Cummins plays a key role in 
the family business, with the spotlight currently on an ADR80-03 ISX engine.

Leigh Newton and his team at Cummins Mt Gambier 
run one of the top-ranked Cummins branches in 
the South Pacific, based on customer surveys to 
determine where the company is performing well 
and where it needs to improve. 

Kelvin Moreland confirms the standing of the  
Mt Gambier operation. “We get top support from 
the Cummins people in Mt Gambier, always have 
done,” he says. 

Dean Creek... reckons the ADR80-03 T658 is the 
quietest Kenworth he has ever driven.

Cummins truck engine business manager  
Trevor Doecke (left) with the Moreland brothers 

(from left) Craig, Kelvin and David.

New chipper has one of the largest throughput 
capacities in Australia.

De Bruin chipper is designed 
specifically for Australian conditions.

De Bruin mechanical/electrical engineer Jamie MacDonald 
(left) with Cummins Mt Gambier branch manager Leigh 
Newton (centre) and Cummins sales executive Tristan Keys.

Cummins’ 1050 hp QST30 engine is at the heart of the  
new chipper.
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about ADR80-03 trial
Greenfreight, a family-owned and 
operated business established 
by Fred Green in the early 1970s, 
today operates around 200 trucks 
and 489 trailers. 

Based in Wodonga, Victoria, the company’s linehaul fleet 
comprises 135 prime movers, mainly Kenworth. 

Greenfreight had its beginnings in the timber industry in 
Victoria. While logging is still an important element of 
its business, the company’s activities today also include 
general, bulk and refrigerated transport as well as 
providing logistics and warehousing facilities throughout 
the eastern states.

Cummins’ presence at Greenfreight includes 40 ISX and 
Signature engines of which 16 are EGR units meeting 
ADR80-02 emissions levels.

Greenfreight has been operating an ADR80-03 Kenworth 
since April 2010, and by the end of October it had clocked 
up over 150,000 km on 68-tonne B-double operations 
between Melbourne, Wodonga and Brisbane.

It is powered by a Cummins ISX 550 which has the addition 
of a Cummins Particulate Filter for the ADR80-03 emissions 
standards which come into effect in January 2011. 

The particulate filter replaces the traditional vehicle muffler.

The early adoption of the ADR80-03 engine 
fits with Greenfreight’s business values and 
requirements in a world increasingly  
challenged by environmental compliance.

“Our customers are certainly interested in what 
we’re doing — and the technology we’re using —  
in critical areas such as KPI reporting and emissions 
reduction,” says group fleet manager Paul Johnstone.

“Since we’re moving forward with Kenworth and Cummins 
as major providers for our linehaul fleet, we thought it 
would be a good idea to be involved in the ADR80-03 trial.

“We’re seeing good results… driver feedback on 
performance is very positive, and active regeneration of 
the particulate filter hasn’t caused any dramas. In fact, 
it’s not even noticeable to the driver when the vehicle is 
on the move.”

The active regeneration process occurs 
automatically, oxidising the particulate matter 
(soot) in the particulate filter.

Since the Greenfreight B-double is operating 
at 68 tonnes gross, active regeneration 
occurs automatically every 96 hours. (Active 
regeneration can be more frequent for 
vehicles operating at lighter weights).

There are two forms of regeneration: Passive 
regeneration in which the soot is oxidised 
through normal exhaust heat and occurs 
naturally 95% of the time (in the case of higher 
gross weight vehicles such as B-doubles), and 
active regeneration which is either automatic 
while on the move, or initiated manually via a 
switch on the dash when stationary.

 

For active regeneration, a small amount of diesel is 
injected into the exhaust stream which generates heat  
as it enters the particulate filter. This additional heat 
ensures that excess soot is oxidized without any  
operator intervention. 

Terry Rolling has been a professional driver with 
Greenfreight for over 11 years and has been piloting  
the ADR80-03 Kenworth since new.

“A concern I had initially was that I’d be sitting on the 
side of the road for active regenerations, but that hasn’t 
happened at all,” he says.

“All the active regenerations have occurred on the move… 
there have been no dramas at all. In fact, you can’t even 
hear the regeneration process.”

Rolling believes the ADR80-03 engine has a performance 
edge over the ISX 550 (ADR80-02) he was driving previously. 
“Throttle response is very good and it’s definitely getting 
over the hills easier,” he says.

He also points out that 
the remote mounting 
of the Cummins 
Particulate Filter/
exhaust stack behind 
the cab of the Kenworth 
has a huge effect on 
in-cab noise reduction. 
(Kenworth cab-overs 
he’d driven previously 
had the exhaust 
mounted to the cab.) 
An additional benefit 
of the particulate filter 
is that it replaces the 
conventional exhaust 
with a very effective 
muffler.  

Cummins truck engine business manager Richard Telfer (left) with 
Greenfreight group fleet manager Paul Johnstone.

Terry Rolling has been piloting the ADR80-03 Kenworth since 
new… he’s impressed with the performance of the ISX 550.

Cummins Particulate 
Filter… a very 

effective muffler.

ADR80-03 Kenworth has been in service 
with Greenfreight since early 2010.

‘positive’ 
Greenfreight
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‘On the 

with ADR80-03 
engines

“We also wanted the latest technology low-emission 
engines as soon as possible because we’re transporting 
foodstuffs for Woolworths and that means a focus on 
environmental compliance.”

A quick look at one of Phil Carter’s Kenworths revealed 
the dramatic effect of the particulate filter on soot 
reduction: After 120,000 km, there was no evidence  
of soot in the exhaust pipes.

“The pipes are as clean as a whistle,” he says with a  
tone of amazement.

For Phil Carter the addition of the Cummins Particulate 
Filter is basically a non-event. “The drivers don’t have 
anything to worry about on a day-to-day basis with the 
particulate filter… that’s very important,” he says.

“We don’t want to keep putting pressure on drivers. We 
trialled a truck where the urea had to be added and we 
didn’t like the extra complication. 

“The set up we’ve got now with the particulate filter  
is clean and simple.”

He notes that the active regeneration process, which 
oxidizes the soot in the particulate filter, is barely 
noticeable — if noticeable at all — to the driver.

Carter’s two ISX Fleet 450 engines are generally pulling 
gross weights between 32 and 35 tonnes. These lighter 

PC Freight Services is operating three ADR80-03 
Cummins ISX engines on linehaul distribution 
work for Woolworths out of Wodonga, Victoria. 

Australia’s ADR80-03 emissions standards come into effect 
in January 2011 and will see the addition of the Cummins 
Particulate Filter (CPF) to ISX and Signature engines.

The CPF, which replaces the traditional vehicle muffler, 
incorporates both a diesel oxidation catalyst and diesel 
particulate filter to reduce particulate (soot) emissions  
by 90% from current levels. 

Two of PC Freight Services’ ADR80-03 engines are  
ISX Fleet 450s powering T402 Kenworths, while the third  
is an ISX 500 in a T408 Kenworth. 

Each will clock up over 400,000 km in 12 months operating 
from the Woolworths distribution centre in Wodonga 
to Canberra and regional NSW centres like Cooma, 
Cootamundra and Young. (At the end of October, the 
highest-kilometre truck had done over 240,000 km.)

“We wanted to get on the front foot for the next round 
of emissions standards,” says PC Freight Services’ owner 
Phil Carter, explaining why he put his hand up for three 
ADR80-03 trucks for testing.

loads are seeing active regenerations occur automatically 
every 60 to 70 hours.

There are two forms of regeneration: Passive  
regeneration in which the soot is oxidised through normal 
exhaust heat and occurs naturally most of the time, and 
active regeneration which is either automatic while on  
the move, or initiated manually via a switch on the dash  
when stationary.

“When everything has been quiet in the cab I’ve heard 
the occasional slight change in exhaust note which I 
presume is the regeneration process,” says David Mortimer 
who drives one of the T402 Kenworths.

He praises the performance of the ISX Fleet 450. “It does 
a good job in our type of work. It’s very consistent,” he 
says. He’s also impressed with the low in-cab noise level: 
One of the side benefits of the particulate filter is that it’s 
an excellent muffler.

“We’ve gone with a fairly tall diff ratio — 3.9:1 —  
to try to maintain fuel efficiency, and we’re happy  
with the results to date, with the Fleet 450s averaging  
2.3 kilometres per litre,” Phil Carter explains. 

front foot’

One of the three ADR80-03 trucks being 
operated by PC Freight Services on linehaul 
distribution work for Woolworths.

No evidence of 
soot in exhaust 
pipe after 
120,000 km.

PC Freight Services’ driver David Mortimer discusses 
the merits of the ISX Fleet 450 engine with Cummins 
truck engine business manager Richard Telfer.

ADR80-03 will see  
the addition of the  

Cummins Particulate Filter 
to ISX and Signature engines.
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Appointments

Branch managers
James Morrow has taken up the 
position of regional branch manager 
with responsibility for three facilities 
in Victoria — Wodonga, Swan Hill and 
Mildura.

He was previously branch manager 
at Cummins Karratha in the Pilbara 
region in Western Australia.

Morrow’s working career started at 
Stillwell Trucks in Adelaide as an apprentice mechanic 
in 1993. He later worked for Cummins Adelaide as a 
technician before relocating to Cummins Karratha in 2006 
to take up the role of service manager.

This was followed by his appointment as branch manager 
at Cummins Karratha in mid-2008.

 
Trevor Shanahan has taken over  
from James Morrow as branch manager 
at Cummins Karratha (1600 km north  
of Perth).

In 2005 Shanahan started his career 
with Cummins in Kalgoorlie as a field 
service technician and the following 
year took on the role of field  
service supervisor.

He was promoted to branch manager at Cummins Bunbury 
in 2008, and in June 2010 took up the position of service 
manager at Cummins Karratha.

 
Mick Cristaldi is the new branch 
manager at Cummins Laverton  
in Melbourne.

He was previously branch manager  
at Cummins Emerald (Qld). 

Cristaldi began his career with 
Cummins as an apprentice technician 
in 1990 and went on to serve in a 
number of roles including workshop technician, workshop 
leading hand and supervisor, field service technician  
and supervisor.

Prior to his promotion to branch manager at Emerald, he 
worked in customer support and product support roles.

Cristaldi takes over at Laverton at a time when the 
branch is being developed as an operations ‘model’ for 
Cummins in relation to safety, customer satisfaction, 
financial viability, and establishing the right working 
environment for its people.

 
Rod Leadbeater has been  
appointed branch manager 
at Cummins Campbellfield in 
Melbourne.

Leadbeater has a 20-year work 
history at Cummins, starting as a 
technician and progressively  
working with increased 
responsibilities through positions 
such as truck bay supervisor, 
workshop manager and, most 
recently, service manager.

Campbellfield is Cummins’ longest  
established facility in the South Pacific.

 
Brent Ziersch is the new branch 
manager at Cummins Bunbury (WA). 

Prior to joining Cummins, he was  
branch manager for Booth Transport  
in Busselton.

Ziersch’s career in the automotive 
industry began as a technician at a 
Toyota and Mazda dealership in the 
Barossa Valley, SA.

In 1994, he began working in the transport industry  
for Hahn’s Haulage and progressed through the roles of 
technician and workshop manager to branch manager 
before joining Booth Transport.

Focus
Comment by Dennis Quinn  
Managing Director — Cummins South Pacific 

Brian Smith promoted to 
industrial business role
Brian Smith has been appointed Director of Industrial 
Business for Cummins South Pacific.  

He moves into the new role after four years as area 
director of Cummins’ northern region (Queensland, 
Northern Territory, Papua New Guinea). 

Smith began his career with Cummins in 1984 as a 
technician at the Mt Gambier branch in South Australia. 
He progressed to service manager at Mt Gambier in 1987 
and in 1991 was promoted to branch manager, a position 
he held until 1994.

He then moved to Melbourne to become branch  
manager at Altona, and this was followed by his 
appointment as branch manager at the new Laverton 
facility in Melbourne which opened in 1996.

In 2000 Smith became general manager of Cummins 
Singapore and after a three-year stint moved back 

to Australia to take up the position of Adelaide branch 
manager and regional SA manager.  

“Brian brings to his new role a strong customer focus and 
a proven capability of leading and motivating teams,” says 
Dennis Quinn, Managing Director of Cummins South Pacific.   

Georgina wins 
‘Apprentice of the 
Year’ award
Georgina Brown from Cummins Brisbane has been named 
Apprentice of the Year by the Commercial Vehicle Industry 
Association of Queensland (CVIAQ) — the first woman to 
achieve this distinction.

“This is a terrific achievement, especially for a woman  
in the heavy vehicle industry,” says Edwin Crisp, 
apprentice master and workplace trainer and assessor  
at Cummins Brisbane.

Now a fully qualified diesel technician — she completed 
her four-year apprenticeship in October — Georgina Brown 
is already planning her future, looking to gain dual trade 
qualifications.

“I’m really keen to go forward and do my apprenticeship 
as an electrical fitter/mechanic and work in power 
generation,” she says.

Before starting with Cummins as a diesel apprentice 
in September 2006, Georgina had done part of an 
engineering degree which she deferred so she could  
help her parents in their business.

She also did a few odd jobs for a local car mechanic — 
something she really enjoyed because of the hands-on 
nature of the work.

Georgina decided this was the industry she wanted to 
focus on and so the next step was to undertake the  
proper training and education to achieve that goal. 

She enrolled in a pre-vocational course at TAFE — a  
course she really enjoyed, the highlight of which was  
work experience at Cummins which was recommended  
as an excellent international company with lots of  
career options.

“It was a great opportunity and everyone I met and 
worked with at Cummins was friendly, helpful and easy  
to talk to,” she says.

Edwin Crisp says Georgina showed the required “aptitude 
and attitude” during the work experience and there was 
no hesitation offering her an apprenticeship at Cummins.

Today, Georgina is still as enthusiastic about her career 
choice as she was in the beginning.

“I’m having so much fun,” she says, obviously elated at 
winning the CVIA Apprentice of the Year award.

“Something new is happening all the time… there’s a  
new challenge every day.

“I struggled a bit in the first year of my apprenticeship. 
The learning curve was quite steep, but everyone was 
very patient.

“I’m not the biggest person so I had to learn to work 
smarter to overcome my lack of size. 

“It’s great to be able to take apart something that isn’t 
working and fix it. I enjoy the challenge of problem 
solving and the combination of mental and physical  
energy it requires.”

Georgina is one of a number of women who are currently 
working for Cummins South Pacific as apprentices or fully 
qualified diesel technicians.

Sharp shooter Potent wins 
Delhi Games medals
Cummins parts interpreter Warren Potent bagged silver  
and bronze medals at the recent Commonwealth Games  
in Delhi.

Potent, who works at the Cummins Wetherill Park facility 
in Sydney, went to Delhi ranked No.1 in the world in the 
50-metre prone rifle event.

An Olympic bronze medallist, Potent competed in the pairs 
match first in Delhi and had the best score on the range. 
His partner had an off day but they still managed to clinch 
the bronze medal.

In the individual event, the conditions were very 
challenging with the wind changing direction fast and  
with varying strength.

At the end of qualification Potent was one point behind 
the leader. “This was still a good place for me as I usually 
shoot high final scores and usually overtake competitors 
who are a point or two ahead of me. So I was confident  
of still winning the event,” he said.

“During the final I was shooting well and got within 0.1 of  
a point after the 6th shot. 

 
“Then the wind 
conditions 
changed and 
virtually changed 
the last four shots 
into a lottery. I 
misread the wind 
on the last couple 
of shots and 
ended the match 
in second place, 
winning the silver 
medal.”

Potent says the Delhi Games village was “quite OK… 
nowhere as bad as the TV reports showed it to be… it was 
untidy, but liveable”.

One of Potent’s biggest challenges at the Games was 
coping with many autograph and photo requests.

Shooting is a huge sport in India, and Potent’s success  
in recent year has made him a big name in that country. 
This made getting around fairly difficult, as team officials 
tried to keep the crowds at bay.

“I’ve never experienced anything like it before,”  
he says.

Aaron McMurray has been appointed Director of  
Business Development, Strategy & Marketing for  
Cummins South Pacific.

McMurray’s strong background in strategic market planning 
and business development is complemented by high-level 
academic qualifications including a Master of Advanced  
Business Practice from the University of South Australia, 
an MBA from Curtin University, and a Bachelor of Science 
(Economics) from the University of NSW.

After a 10-year career with the Royal Australian Navy 
where he completed sea-based experience at various 
levels, including considerable leadership and management 
training, McMurray spent five years with Electrolux 
Professional in Europe as business development and 
market intelligence manager.

In 2005 he joined Boral and went on to hold several  
high-level roles in business planning, development  
and improvement.

Preparing for ISF release
Larry Osland, who is responsible for worldwide  
training preparation for Cummins’ new ISF 2.8-litre  
and 3.8-litre engines, recently visited Australia to  
carry out an instructor qualification program.

“By having five fully qualified ISF instructors and a 
complete set of ISF training hardware, Cummins South 
Pacific is now ready to deploy ISF technician training 
when and where required,” he said.

Osland is pictured on the right with Cummins South 
Pacific specialist learning managers Richard Mullner 
(centre) and Bob Carrick (left).

New director 
of business 
development

Aaron McMurray

January 1, 2011, ushers in another significant step in emissions reduction in Australia with 
the introduction of ADR80-03 for on-highway diesel engines. In a nutshell, this design rule 
dictates a reduction in particulate (soot) emissions of over 90 per cent — a huge step in 
anyone’s language.

Because of the importance of this change to so many of our customers, and because  
it reflects a lot on how we approach all our businesses here in the South Pacific,  
I thought I would write in detail about how we have prepared for this major change  
in our on-highway engine business. 

To ensure the smoothest possible roll-out of our ADR80-03 engines, we’ve been  
carrying out our most structured testing ever in Australia. Through 2010 we’ve  
been tracking every minute of the day 13 trucks in single trailer, B-double and  
roadtrain applications — trucks that have our ADR80-03 ISX and Signature  
engines and have clocked up over two million test kilometres. 

We’re not introducing a new engine platform for ADR80-03: Our base 15-litre  
engine design stays the same. So what you’ve seen in Cummins heavy-duty engines  
in recent years you’ll continue to see in 2011 and beyond — the same cylinder  
block, head, cams, fuel system and so on.  And cooled EGR, a simple self-contained  
sub-system on the engine, continues as the core technology for our market-leading  
15-litre platform.

Our biggest change for ADR80-03 is the addition of exhaust aftertreatment in the  
form of the Cummins Particulate Filter — a filter that will last the life of the engine and 
in most applications will only need to be cleaned at 500,000 km intervals. Additionally, 
we’re introducing reliability and durability upgrades to our ISX and Signature, notably  
to our VG turbocharger. We also have a new piston for improved oil control.

As you’ll read elsewhere in this issue, customers and drivers who have been  
involved in our ADR80-03 testing are very comfortable with the technology. There have 
been no surprises, and we were confident there wouldn’t be based on our experience in 
North America with the particulate filter technology.

The emissions solutions we use today emphasise the fact we don’t limit ourselves to  
any one approach, that we develop the right technology for specific market segments. 
Our mid-range engines, the ISBe5 and ISLe5, use selective catalytic reduction (SCR) 
technology which means dosing the exhaust with a urea solution  
for emissions reduction.

We’re confident we have all the boxes ticked for ADR80-03 and that we’ll be  
offering the best technology and best value to our customers. 

Brian Smith

Warren Potent

Brent Ziersch

Rod Leadbeater

Mick Cristaldi

Trevor Shanahan

James Morrow

Cummins Commentary is published by Cummins South Pacific
2 Caribbean Drive, Scoresby Vic 3179 Australia
Tel: 61-3 9765 3222     

Editor: Murray Clifford    Tel: 0419 268 289    Email: murray.clifford@cummins.com
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Their first bonneted Iveco, powered by a Gen II Cummins 
Signature 580 and purchased in 2005, impressed enough 
for them to sign up for the new PowerStar ISX which gets 
its tractive effort from an ISX 550. 

Ken Vorwerk carts pigs — 237 pigs-per-trip from the 
piggery at Mt Gambier to the abattoir at Port Wakefield, 
100 km north of Adelaide. He returns to Mt Gambier quite 
often with livestock — a round trip of 1100 km which he 
does twice a week. He also transports sheep  
and cattle as well as the odd load of deer.

A life member of the South Australian Livestock 
Transporters’ Association, the 62-year-old has been carting 
livestock since the late 1970s after working in the timber 
industry as a wood machinist.

“After sharpening knives and blades for 12 years I’d had 
enough of it,” he recalls.

“My brother had been looking at buying a livestock 
carrying business and when he decided not to go ahead 
with it, he said ‘why don’t you buy it?’ I’ve been an 
owner-driver ever since.”

The truck that came with the business was an  
F86 Volvo and Ken worked all of 1979 paying for  
repairs to the truck.

“That wasn’t a good experience with the F86, and in 
January 1980 I bought an International T-Line 4x2 prime 
mover with a Formula 290 Cummins and started making 
money,” he remembers.

In the ensuing years he had a number of trucks — another 
T-Line, a 3070, a couple of Louisvilles, a Transtar and then 
his first PowerStar.

He has also garnered a wealth of experience with 
various stages of Cummins technology over the years, 
encapsulated in engines such as the Formula 290,  
Formula 300, V903, N14-365, N14-460 ‘Red Head’  
and then the Signature 580.

The ISX 550 in his new PowerStar uses cooled EGR for 
emissions reduction.

Output of the 550 actually climbs to 578 hp at 1800 rpm, 
while peak torque of 1850 lb ft is spread over a wide 
band, from 1600 rpm right back to 1150 rpm.

Bringing home

“The new PowerStar is 
completely different 
with its performance, 
and it also feels a lot 
more solid on the road,” 
says Ken Vorwerk.

He certainly has no 
complaints about the 
performance which is 
influenced in no small 
way by the matching of 
the Cummins ISX to the 16-speed EuroTronic  
automated transmission.

His previous PowerStar was stirred by a manual  
18-speed Eaton. 

“With the EuroTronic on a climb, the engine pulls right 
back to 1050 rpm before the box skip-shifts to bring revs 
back up to 1500 to 1600,” he says.

“On the flat, it gets into top gear at 75 km/h and the  
ISX just marches away.

“Overall, I’m very happy with the truck, and on the round 
trip to Port Wakefield and return it’s using up to 60 litres 
less than my old PowerStar.

“The engine brake is fantastic, and I’m very impressed 
with the ISX installation,” he adds. 

Ken Vorwerk relies on the support of Cummins and  
J&B Inter in Mt Gambier, support that has maintained  
a high standard over the years and is sympathetic to a  
one-truck operator.

While the PowerStar cab provides a first-class working 
environment, Ken enjoys his time away from the truck.  
He and Judy find relaxation in driving two classic cars — 
an EH Holden sedan and wagon — they have beautifully 
restored. They also built a ‘teardrop’ caravan they hook 
up to the EH sedan for touring around and attending car 
rallies and shows. 

Ken is undecided about retirement. He’s finding the 
PowerStar ISX an enjoyable experience, and with ‘Big Red’ 
under the hood flexing its muscle, there’s a good chance 
he will keep on truckin’ for a little while yet. 

the bacon

New PowerStar ISX is impressing 
Ken Vorwerk who has been carting 

livestock since the late 1970s.

Long established livestock carrier 
Ken Vorwerk is one of the first 
operators in Australia of Iveco’s 
latest generation bonneted truck, 
the PowerStar ISX.
This is the second PowerStar owned and operated by Ken 
and his wife Judy, a softly-spoken couple from Worrolong, 
near Mt Gambier in South Australia.

Ken Vorwerk (right) with Cummins Mt Gambier branch manager Leigh Newton.

Ken Vorwerk is impressed with the ISX engine installation 
in the PowerStar.

Ken and Judy Vorwerk find relaxation driving their classic 
cars. They built this ‘teardrop’ caravan that they hook 
up to their restored EH Holden for touring around and 
attending car rallies and shows. 
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Another $1 billion hospital project Cummins is involved 
in is the redevelopment of the Royal North Shore 
Hospital in Sydney.

Cummins will design, install and commission both a 
cogeneration power plant and a new standby power 
system for the redeveloped hospital which will be one of 
Sydney’s largest and most prestigious healthcare facilities.

Thiess is the principal construction contractor for the 
redevelopment project which is due for completion in 
late 2012.

Each year, Royal North Shore Hospital treats more than 
55,000 people in its emergency department, delivers 
more than 6,000 emergency and 5,800 planned surgical 
procedures, provides 855,900 outpatient services and 
assists with the birth of more than 2,200 babies.

The hospital’s areas of expertise include trauma surgery, 
severe burn injury, severe spinal injury, neonatal and adult 
intensive care, cancer diagnosis and treatment, cardiology, 
and neurosurgery. 

Cummins cogen plant for RNS Hospital
The turnkey cogeneration power system will provide 
electrical and thermal power for the hospital.

Cogeneration is recognised for its energy  
efficiency and ability to reduce  
carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions.

The system will comprise two 
Cummins QSV91G lean-burn 
natural gas generator sets which 
will provide 4 MWe of electrical 
power, while heat recovered 
from the engines’ exhausts 
will be directed to exhaust gas 
heat exchangers. These heat 
exchangers will provide high 
temperature hot water for 
various uses at the hospital.

The new standby power system 
will incorporate two 2500 kVA 
Cummins QSK60 diesel  
generator sets.

Maintenance of both the gas and diesel gensets will be 
carried out by Cummins under a 24-year contract with 
Thiess Services. 

Ranger

A new 2 MW Cummins diesel 
generator set is providing 
improved functionality at the 
power station at Ranger mine in 
the Northern Territory.
The mine — 260 km east of Darwin — generates 10 per 
cent of global uranium production.

It is arguably the most regulated and scrutinised mine  
in Australia.

Energy Resources Australia (ERA) — 68.4 per cent owned 
by Rio Tinto — has produced drummed uranium oxide at 
Ranger since 1981, oxide that is used solely to fuel nuclear 
power plants for the generation of electricity.

Over 100,000 tonnes have been produced to date making 
Ranger only the second uranium mine in the world to 
achieve this level of production.

The 27 MW power station at Ranger mine is the heart of 
both the minesite and the local township of Jabiru.

The power station is 30 years old and today comprises 
the original five 5 MW Pielstick generator sets which are 
medium-speed units running at 500 rpm.

Three 800 kVA Cummins gensets have also been in service 
at Ranger for over 30 years.

Powered by Cummins’ venerable K50 engine, these  
gensets were initially installed to supply power during 
mine construction, and have since provided emergency  
as well as ‘black start’ power.

new generatorramps up

The new 2 MW continuous-rated Cummins genset is 
allowing better management of power station load 
requirements.

“The Cummins genset is basically used to make up  
any increase in load requirements,” says power station 
maintenance supervisor Scott Macfarlane.

“This allows us to run three of the 5 MW gensets  
while having the other two on standby.

“Usually, one of the 5 MW gensets is undergoing long-term 
maintenance. It takes up to six months to do a major 
rebuild on one of these units.”

The 2 MW Cummins genset is powered by Cummins’ 
biggest diesel engine – the QSK78, a 78-litre V18. 

“We’ve achieved control system integration so that the 
Cummins genset is fully automated with the 5 MW units,” 
Macfarlane points out. “This means its operation is auto 
start and stop depending on the load scenarios.” 

2 MW Cummins genset is allowing 
better management of power station 

load requirements at Ranger mine.

Cummins will design, install and commission both a 
cogeneration power plant and a new standby power system 

for the redeveloped  
Royal North Shore Hospital  

in Sydney.

Maintenance supervisor Scott 
Macfarlane checks data in the  
power station control centre.
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Cummins team makes it to the 
finish at Port Macquarie.

Of the 57 teams that competed in 2010 GeoQuest on the NSW  
mid-north coast, 17 failed to finish and several competitors were 
treated for hypothermia. Adventure racing is not for the faint of heart.

The Cummins team completed the 140 km event of trekking, kayaking 
and mountain biking in 38 hours.

“Our boys showed great courage and mental strength… the team spirit 
was fantastic over 140 kilometres of basically non-stop racing,” said 
team manager Col Russell (Director of Operations for Cummins  
South Pacific). 

The Cummins team comprised NSW application engineer Paul Grady,  
Mt Gambier service manager Travis Fatchen, Wollongong operations 
manager Adrian Miller, and Perth field service technician Simon Daurat.

Unfortunately, they didn’t achieve an official placing because of  
the withdrawal of Adrian Miller with a knee injury midway through  
the event.

There was never any doubt the other three team members wouldn’t 
continue after Miller’s misfortune, and they paddled into Port 
Macquarie late on the Sunday night to cross the finish line in a 
jubilant mood.

“GeoQuest was a great opportunity for our people to display not only 
leadership and team spirit in competition, but also contribute to an 
important community cause,” said Col Russell.

Cummins worked with the Birdon Marine team at GeoQuest  
to raise awareness of the Jim Bruce Urology and Prostate  
Cancer Trust.

Birdon Marine managing director Jamie Bruce challenged Cummins to 
compete in the event. Jamie’s father Jim Bruce, who founded Birdon 
Marine at Port Macquarie in the late 1970s and was a loyal long-time 
Cummins customer, passed away in 2008 after fighting prostate cancer.

“I sincerely appreciate your continued efforts in supporting the  
trust… the effort Cummins put into GeoQuest was remarkable,” said  
Jamie Bruce.

GeoQuest provided the option of a half-course or full-course event, 
and teams were given 48 hours to complete them. Cummins chose the 

half-course since it was the first time any member of the team had 
competed in such an event.

The various legs of the half-course GeoQuest were:

 Trek  13 km 

 Kayak  12 km

 Mountain bike  40 km

 Trek  22 km

Apart from testing competitors’ physical endurance and mental 
stamina, GeoQuest was also a test of navigational skills, with teams 
having to rely solely on their compass to make strategic decisions on 
which route to take. 

For many teams — including Cummins — there was the heartbreak of 
missed checkpoints in the dark, and navigation errors that put them 
kilometres off course, resulting in demoralising delays of hours.

Despite the setbacks, Cummins’ biggest asset when the going got 
tough was team work. They simply got on with the job of running 
their own race and finishing GeoQuest… whatever it took.  

Team spirit shone through for Cummins when it contested 
the gruelling GeoQuest, Australia’s premier adventure race.

of adventure
Spirit

 Mountain bike  34 km

 Trek  9 km

 Kayak  10 km

After 140 km and 38 hours, the Cummins team 
at the finish line. From left are Col Russell (team 

manager), Adrian Miller (who withdrew midway 
through the event with a knee injury),  

Simon Daurat, Paul Grady, Travis Fatchen  
and Gordon Oliphant  

(support crew).

Raring to go…the Cummins team just 
before the start of GeoQuest.

Planning the race.

Completing the 1st trekking leg of 13 km.

Setting off on the 12 km kayak leg.

Completion of the kayak leg.

At the end of one of the toughest 
legs — 40 km of mountain biking.

Words of support from team 
manager Col Russell.

After a long night of trekking.

Team manager Col Russell yells 
encouragement.

A weary 
Travis Fatchen 
manages a 
smile.
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Based in Mt Gambier (South Australia), the G&R Group 
contracts haulage and harvesting services to Forestry  
SA and Green Triangle Forest Products.

The company operates 13 pieces of logging equipment and 
nine B-doubles for its harvesting and haulage contracts.

Wendy is married to Stephen Gray who works for G&R as 
a supervisor, and they have a 13-month-old son Flynn.

She began working in the G&R Group in her gap year in 
1992 before undertaking a Bachelor of Accountancy at the 
University of SA. 

While studying Wendy continued working part-time in 
the business and returned to full-time work in 1995 
while completing the remainder of her degree via 
correspondence. 

“I initially worked alongside my father, Graham, helping 
him in all aspects of the operations,” she recalls. “In 1994 
I obtained my B-double licence and my father and I would 
do extra shifts in the trucks when it was required.”

Wendy become a director in 1997 when G&R was awarded 
a transport contract with the then CSR. 

“My current role includes training and development of 
the employment base, management of company assets, 
operational logistics and securing long term contracts,” 
she says.

Being a young woman in a ‘man’s industry’ was one of the 
challenges Wendy had to front up to initially.

“I overcame this by being determined to be good at what I 
was doing and to prove to the biggest sceptic — my father 
— that I could be as valuable to the business as any male 
or my brothers would be,” she says.

“Over the last 10 years the timber industry has progressed 
a long way and being a female is no longer an issue.”

She points out the next biggest challenge has been  
the growth and the changing of the ‘guard’ in a family 
run business. 

“G&R Logging was formed in 1991 by my father Graham, 
mother Val and uncle Ronnie Nilsson. At that time the 
company held one harvesting and haulage contract with 
Forestry SA,” she says.

“My brother joined the company in 1997 and this meant 
G&R had five working directors. Overnight the operations 
were required to go from running two B-doubles on a 
single shift to eight B-Doubles double shift.”

In 2004 Ronnie Nilsson passed away and left a huge 
hole to fill. However, the company foundations that he, 
Graham and Val had built enabled the family to continue 
expanding the business. 

G&R Group currently holds two harvest and haulage 
contracts which equates to a combined total of 400,000 
tonnes per annum of softwood stump to mill door services. 

“Today, Barry and I work together with the aim of 
continuing to grow and maintain the professional and 
competitive company that we have inherited using the 
differing skills and ideas that our generation has to offer,” 
says Wendy. 

“Our parents are now starting to enjoy their retirement 
but are still involved in the major company decisions.”

Wendy reveals she was never very successful at the  
work-life balance… until her son was born last year. 

“Becoming a mother has forced me to work harder at 
finding that balance between work and family and it is  
a challenge that is bringing rewards. I now have two  
great passions in life — my family and  
my company,” she says. 

Wendy’s
Wendy Fennell is joint managing director of G&R Logging 
and G&R Trading (G&R Group) alongside her brother Barry.

winning wood work

Wendy Fennell with brother Barry, joint 
managing directors of G&R Group.

G&R operates nine w on logging.
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Fernz Group is the 
transport arm of 
Ribbonwood NZ, a wood 
harvesting and marketing 
company based in the 
North Island.
The Fernz fleet is moving 900 to 1000 tonnes 
of domestic and export pine a day to mills 
and the ports at Mt Maunganui and Napier.

David ‘Digby’ Cameron is managing director  
of the Fernz business which was established  
in 2007 and operates four Freightliners and  
three Kenworths.

The Freightliners have Gen II Signature 580 
engines, while the Kenworths — two K108s 
and one T408 — have ISX 550 EGR power. 

All seven trucks are the typical NZ  
maximum-weight configuration of an  
eight-wheeler rigid coupled to a four-axle 
trailer, grossing 45 tonnes.

Digby Cameron has breathed the timber 
industry since he left school: For two 
decades he worked both as a driver and in 
administration for local trucking firms. His 
father and brothers have also been involved 
in the trucking industry for many years. One 
of his brothers Steven is a key employee 
today at Fernz.

The opportunity to set up a log haulage 
business in partnership with Ribbonwood NZ 
founders Peter Smith and Kevin Goodman 
was too good for Cameron to ignore, and the 
Fernz Group began operations in 2007.

Freightliner Argosys are 
popular in the Fernz fleet.

Fernz
fine in  
  the pine

One of the three Kenworths in the Fernz fleet 
that have the Cummins ISX 550 EGR engine.

Digby Cameron… “Our Cummins EGR engines 
are doing everything we ask of them.”

Two Freightliner Argosys were the first  
trucks in the fleet.

“The Argosys have been excellent trucks,” 
says Cameron. “When we could no longer 
get Cummins in Freightliner we were very 
disappointed.

“That’s the reason our recent new trucks  
have been Kenworth, so we could get the 
Cummins engine. 

“There’s certainly nothing wrong with 
Kenworth so it will be a tough decision when 
we buy our next new trucks, with Cummins 
becoming available again in Freightliner  
in 2011.”

The ISX 550 EGR engines have been in service 
since early 2010 and nothing has happened 
to dent Cameron’s confidence in the 15-litre 
Cummins product.

“We were a bit apprehensive about the move 
to EGR because the Gen II Signature has been 
such a good engine, but our EGR units are 
doing everything we ask of them and the 
drivers like the way they’re performing,”  
he says. 

“No one could complain about the engine 
brake on the Gen II Signatures and it’s even 
more effective on the EGR engines. 

“Our Freightliners have done around 
500,000 km and we haven’t touched the  
brake linings on them. In fact, the linings  
have glazed up because the engine brake  
is that effective.”  
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CUMMINS LOCATIONS
EVERYWHERE.
ADMINISTRATIVE  
HEAD OFFICE  03 9765 3222

AUSTRALIA

New South Wales

Dubbo 02 6881 8260
Grafton  02 6641 1000
Leeton  02 6953 3077
Muswellbrook  02 6541 0611
Newcastle  02 4964 8466
Orange 02 6360 2777   
Queanbeyan  02 6297 3433

Sydney  02 9616 5300
Tamworth  02 6765 5455
Wollongong  02 4227 2444

Northern Territory

Darwin  08 8947 0766

Queensland

Brisbane  07 3710 4700
Cairns  07 4035 2999
Cloncurry  07 4742 0088

Emerald  07 4983 9000
Mackay  07 4952 8100
Toowoomba  07 4633 7627
Townsville  07 4774 7733

South Australia

Adelaide  08 8368 4300
Mount Gambier  08 8725 6422
Port Lincoln  08 8683 1967

 

Tasmania

Devonport  03 6424 8800
Hobart  03 6263 5766

Victoria

Campbellfield  03 9357 9200
Laverton  03 8368 0800
Mildura  03 5022 0800
Swan Hill  03 5033 1511
Wodonga  02 6024 3655

Western Australia

Bunbury  08 9725 6777
Kalgoorlie  08 9080 1300
Karratha  08 9144 4646
Perth  08 9475 8777

NEW zEALAND

Auckland  09 277 1000
Bay Of Plenty  07 345 6699
Palmerston Nth  06 356 2209 
Whangarei 09 438 8892

PAPUA NEW GUINEA

Lae  05 472 3699
Port Moresby  05 323 2471

The latest thrill-seeker jet 
boat on Sydney Harbour is, 
not surprisingly, from the 
Tasmanian boat-building  
works of Greg Lynd.
‘Thunder Jet’ is the seventh Cummins-powered boat  
built by Lynd’s company, Lyndcraft Boats, for high-speed —  
40 knot — thrill rides.

Two of the seven are operating overseas — one in Greece, 
the other in the US Virgin Islands — and they won’t be the 
last Lyndcraft jet boats to head to foreign waters.

“There’s a lot of interest in our thrill-seeker jet boats 
from overseas companies involved in the tourism 
industry,” says Greg Lynd.

He makes no secret of the fact that the 5.9-litre Cummins 
QSB engine is crucial to the success of the Lyndcraft boat.

‘Thunder Jet’ is propelled by dual 350 hp QSB electronic 
engines — a potent installation in terms of power density. 
HamiltonJet waterjets complete the propulsion package.  

DAYS OF

Cummins-powered Thunder Jet in 
action on Sydney harbour.

“The power-to-weight ratio of the Cummins QSB is 
unbeatable in this application, and the engine’s governed 
setting of 2800 rpm ideally suits the Hamilton Jet 
impellor,” says Lynd.

“I tell anyone who is looking at buying one of these jet 
boats that I can’t guarantee the performance with an 
engine other than the Cummins QSB.”

The Lyndcraft design has certainly proved itself in the 
thrill-seeker market. The first boat went into service in 
early 2002 with Oz Jet on Sydney Harbour, a company  
that now operates three units.

All but one of the Lyndcraft boats built to date are  
9.0-metre, 24-seater versions with the dual 5.9-litre 
Cummins installation. The other is a 6.0-metre,  
12-seater with a single QSB engine.

Ex-truckie Greg Lynd began building aluminium boats  
in 1999 under the Lyndcraft brand. His operation is  
based at St Helens, a fishing town in the north-east  
corner of Tasmania. 

“Our boats range in size from 3.6-metre dinghies to  
15.0-metre patrol boats,” he points out. “We’ve put over 30 
Cummins engines into work boats since we started out.” 

THUNDER
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CONCRETE

ADR80-03 is all about 
emissions reduction 
from January 2011. 
Mack has been field 
testing well in advance. 
One of its test trucks is 
with Graham Larrescy 
who has been running a 
Metro-Liner powered by 
a Cummins ISLe5.

that engine was the start of what has been  
an excellent experience with the Cummins product,” 
he says.

“We regard oil change intervals as critical,” he adds. 
“We change our engine oil and filters every 350 hours.” 
Cummins’ recommended intervals for the ISC and 
ISLe are 500 hours (or every 25,000 km or six months 
whichever occurs first).

The ADR80-03 Metro-Liner is being offered with ISLe5 
ratings of 280, 320, 340, 360, 380 and 400 hp.

The SCR system is a fully integrated Cummins design 
and is centrally controlled and monitored from the 
ISLe5’s electronic control module (ECM).

The system works by injecting Diesel Exhaust Fluid 
(DEF) into the exhaust stream in small quantities. DEF 
— or AdBlue as it’s also known — is nothing more than  
a solution of 32.5% urea and deionised water.

The fluid works with the heat of the exhaust and a 
catalyst to convert NOx into nitrogen and water vapour 
— two harmless and natural components of the air  
we breathe.

For Graham Larrescy, the good news is that ADR80-03 
is having minimal effect on his operation. He rates the 
Mack Metro-Liner highly and is confident in Cummins’ 
technology. The concrete evidence is that it’s business 
as usual. 

EVIDENCE 
CONCRETE

The opportunity to become involved in a Mack 
ADR80-03 trial, starting in September 2009, was 
quickly taken up by concrete agitator operator 
Graham Larrescy.

“We like to keep up with new technology and the trial has 
allowed us to get on board early with ADR80-03,” he says.

ADR80-03 comes into effect in January 2011 and to 
comply with the new emissions standard Cummins has 
opted for selective catalytic reduction (SCR) technology 
for its 8.9-litre ISLe5 engine. 

In simple terms, this technology means  
dosing the exhaust with a urea solution  
for emissions reduction.

Mack has selected the ISLe5 engine for the 
Metro-Liner, the biggest selling concrete  
agitator chassis in the country, and decided 
to begin field testing at least 16 months 
before the introduction of ADR80-03.

Graham Larrescy’s reputation for operating  
a top-class agitator fleet with Excel  
Concrete reached Volvo Group Australia  
field test leader Simon Lambert who put  
a proposal to Graham to be involved in  
the trial.

Graham (Snow) Larrescy and his two sons  
Chris and Michael operate four trucks out  
of the Excel concrete plant in Raceview, a  
suburb of Ipswich (south-west of Brisbane),  
and also have two agitators running elsewhere. 

The fleet, which operates as GLT Transport, includes four 
Kenworths, all powered by Cummins 8.3-litre ISC engines 
with high-pressure common rail fuel injection, along with a 
Sterling and ACCO that have the early generation ISC. 

The ISLe5 in the Mack Metro-Liner is rated at 360 hp 
and drives through an Allison five-speed automatic 
transmission to 6.14:1 Meritor rears.

There have been no surprises for GTL Transport with the 
Cummins SCR exhaust aftertreatment system. In fact, it 
has had minimal effect on the business.

“There have been no issues at all,” says Graham Larrescy. 
“We top up the urea tank and then basically forget about it. 

“On normal work, we’re topping up once every six weeks. 
And that’s not a complete fill. We’re putting in around 25 
litres (in the 60-litre tank).

“We had the Mack on one job for six weeks and it was 
working 24 hours a day. In the six weeks we topped up the 
urea tank twice.”

The amount of urea being consumed is around 4% of 
diesel consumption.

There are certainly no question marks over the 
performance of the ISLe5 which offers both higher  
power and torque ratings than the ISC. A Jake Brake is 
also fitted on the ISLe5, a feature welcomed by the  
GTL Transport crew.

They are impressed with the comfort of the Mack cab, 
especially the quietness, and also with the road manners 
of the Metro-Liner.

The steering, in particular, is rated as excellent. The 
wheel cut angle of the twin-steer set-up allows the truck 
to be easily manoeuvred in tight spots.

The Metro-Liner isn’t Graham Larrescy’s first experience 
with the Mack product. He got into the concrete agitator 
business with Excel in 1989 after managing a concrete 
plant for six years.

“I bought a 1974 R600 Mack powered by the 237 hp 
Maxidyne engine. It had actually been a roadtrain truck so 
was a bit heavy for agitator work,” he recalls with a laugh.

His first experience with Cummins was in 1995 when he 
bought a Freightliner FL80 for agitator work, and that was 
powered by a mechanically-injected C8.3 rated at 250 hp. 

“That engine did 18,000 hours in eight years and all I 
remember replacing was the head gasket and the turbo… 

ADR80-03 Mack Metro-Liner has been under 
test since September 2009.

Graham Larrescy at left with Chris Larrescy, Volvo Group Australia 
field test manager Simon Lambert, and Michael Larrescy.

Graham Larrescy checks out the urea tank. 

Cummins truck engine business manager Ben Clark 
(right) downloads data from the ISLe5 with  
Chris Larrescy. 




